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Abstract— For robots to have a wide range of applications,
they must be able to execute numerous tasks. However, recent
studies into robot manipulation using deep neural networks
(DNN) have primarily focused on single tasks. Therefore, we
investigate a robot manipulation model that uses DNNs and
can execute long sequential dynamic tasks by performing
multiple short sequential tasks at appropriate times. To gen-
erate compound tasks, we propose a model comprising two
DNNs: a convolutional autoencoder that extracts image features
and a multiple timescale recurrent neural network (MTRNN)
to generate motion. The internal state of the MTRNN is
constrained to have similar values at the initial and final motion
steps; thus, motions can be differentiated based on the initial
image input. As an example compound task, we demonstrate
that the robot can generate a “Put-In-Box” task that is divided
into three subtasks: open the box, grasp the object and put it
into the box, and close the box. The subtasks were trained as
discrete tasks, and the connections between each subtask were
not trained. With the proposed model, the robot could perform
the Put-In-Box task by switching among subtasks and could
skip or repeat subtasks depending on the situation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots that can combine appropriate actions in a dynamic

environment to complete a complex task that comprises

multiple subtasks are more flexible compared with those

that cannot combine actions. Nowadays, most factories are

not fully automated. Typically, in a changing work environ-

ment, e.g., small quantity production lines for customizable

products, people perform various complicated tasks because

robot manipulation using a modeling approach often requires

experts to manually extract environmental features for vari-

ous conditions and plan corresponding motion trajectories.

As the number of situations and task types increase, it

becomes extremely difficult to define the features and design

appropriate motions for each condition. Furthermore, hard-

coded robot manipulations are often unstable in uncontrolled
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environments. To address these problems, robot manipulation

methods that can extract features easily, function in unknown

situations, and generate and combine various tasks to suit

changing work environments are desirable.

Deep neural networks (DNN) have improved performance

in various fields [1] [2], and their characteristics are appeal-

ing for robot manipulation. DNNs can autonomously reduce

high-dimensional data to low-dimensional data for feature

extraction [3], and they can be used to classify unknown

data from learned data [4]. These characteristics could be

applied to extend robot manipulation by autonomously ex-

tracting environmental features and increasing generalizabil-

ity. Previous studies have investigated robot manipulation

with DNNs; however, few studies have addressed switching

among multiple tasks via DNN-based robot manipulation.

Various types of DNNs, e.g., reinforcement learning (RL)

and predictive learning, are used for object manipulation

tasks. RL optimizes a motion trajectory by selecting the

best motion from numerous attempts [5] [6]. In addition, RL

may yield unforeseen optimal results for a robot or a task

relative to optimizing motion trajectories. However, RL often

requires sophisticated reward functions and robot interaction

time for optimization. Predictive learning predicts the next

sequence from previous steps. For example, recurrent neural

networks (RNN), which are DNNs that use an internal

memory to calculate the subsequent output from prior inputs,

are used for predictive learning. RNNs can process sequential

information and maintain robustness against instantaneous

noise. Therefore, RNNs are suitable for robot manipulation

and have been used for various tasks, such as drawing [7]

and using tools [8].

We propose a model that uses two DNNs to generate mul-

tiple short discrete subtasks to complete a longer target task.

To the best of our knowledge, few studies have investigated

robot manipulation with DNNs to generate multiple shorter

subtasks and switch among subtasks appropriately to gener-

ate a longer target task. In the proposed model, one DNN

reduces the dimensionality of the image data autonomously,

and the other, modified RNN model, generates motions by

concatenating the reduced image data and the joint angles of

the robot.

The proposed method utilizes a predictive learning model

to learn policies based on a robotic demonstration with a hu-

man operator using a 3D mouse controller. With our model,

the robot switches among short subtasks autonomously by

recognizing images. Then, the robot executes the target task.

By dividing a long target task into components, collecting

and learning training data becomes more efficient. Further-
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more, the proposed model enables the robot to repeat and

skip individual subtasks appropriately.

II. RELATED WORK

Many DNN-based robot manipulation studies use RL or

predictive learning. Various tasks have been investigated

relative to robot manipulation using RL [5] [6] [9] [10],

[11], [12], [13], [14]. A previous study [14] focused on

training multiple controllers and performing tasks in series;

however, that study did not exploit visual inputs. Another

study [10] focused on end-to-end visual servoing using

RL. In that study, the robot demonstrated several types of

task generation; however, the tasks were trained separately,

i.e., multiple tasks were not trained simultaneously, and a

switching phase was not considered.

For robot manipulation using predictive learning, several

studies have trained multiple tasks simultaneously [15] [16].

For example, in one study [15], a robot was trained to

interact with a box in various ways; however, a processed

image was used to map the location of the box. The use

of processed images limits the range of possible tasks,

and image processing becomes more complicated as task

complexity increases. In addition, numerous tasks have been

generated using a multimodal DNN that integrates image

features with the joint angles of a robot [16]. However,

even though these frameworks deal with multiple tasks, they

use consumer-grade robots to perform simple tasks, such as

moving a box or rolling a ball, and do not consider switching

tasks or complex tasks. One study employed a low-cost

robotic arm to generate multiple tasks using LSTM [17];

however, the transitions between tasks were not considered.

In another study, an industrial humanoid robot was trained to

perform a more complicated task, i.e., folding a towel, [18]

based on a previously proposed framework of [16]. However,

generation of multiple tasks was not considered in that study.

The proposed model uses a framework that is similar to

a previously proposed framework [16] for learning through

sensory-motor integration, and we adopt an existing motion

generation framework [15]. Furthermore, to switch among

multiple tasks successively based on image data, we impose

constraints to maintain a similar internal state of the RNN

during the initial and final states of multiple tasks. The

proposed model can learn multiple tasks simultaneously;

thus, collecting training data becomes more efficient.

III. METHODS

In this section, we describe the proposed model for gen-

erating and switching among short tasks based on image

data. The proposed model uses two types of DNNs, i.e., a

convolutional autoencoder (CAE) and a modified multiple

timescale RNN (MTRNN), to extract image features and

generate the robot’s next motion based on previous images

and motions (Fig. 1). The core of the proposed model is the

modified MTRNN which ensures its internal state and the

robot return to the similar state at the beginning and end of

each subtask. This makes the transitions between multiple

subtasks easier to execute.

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed motion generation model.

An image is captured by the robot, and the CAE extracts the

image feature. The captured joint angles are concatenated

with the extracted image feature and used by the MTRNN

to predict the next step. The predicted joint angles are then

signaled to the robot to initiate movement.

A. Convolutional Autoencoder

In the proposed model, the CAE has features of both an

AE and a convolutional NN (CNN) [19]. An AE can operate

as an identity function that generates an output identical

to the input using a bottleneck structure, which reduces

the dimensionality of the data and reconstructs the original

data from the reduced data. The most dimensionally reduced

data at the middle layer are used as the extracted feature

of the original data. Similarly, the proposed CAE is also

an identity function; however, it reduces and reconstructs

data using both convolutional and deconvolutional layers.

Fully connected feedforward layers connect the convolu-

tional and deconvolutional layers’ kernels. CNNs used for

image classification often contain pooling layers between

each convolutional layer to perform nonlinear downsampling

and obtain robustness against shifts and distortions. However,

since positional information is essential for task generation,

the pooling layer is removed in our CAE. The CAE is trained

using mean squared error with the optimizer for the Adam

(Adaptive Moment Estimation) algorithm [20].

B. Multiple Timescale RNN

As mentioned previously, RNNs have internal memory

and can predict the next step from previous steps. This

ability comes from the context layers, which have cyclic

connections and compute the next output from the previous
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context and input. Note that an MTRNN has multiple context

layers with different time constants [15]. The proposed

MTRNN has two context layers, i.e., a fast context (Cf) layer

with a small time constant, and a slow context (Cs) layer with

a large time constant. The Cf layer obtains more information

from the current context, and the Cs layer obtains more

information from the previous context. The MTRNN is

similar to the LSTM since the Cs and Cf of the MTRNN

function as the long and short term memory of the LSTM.

We utilize the MTRNN for the sake of simpler and more

direct analysis of internal representation

The forward calculation of the MTRNN is described in

Eq. (1). The internal state of the ith neuron at time step t,
i.e., (ui(t)), is updated as follows:

ui(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑ j∈ICF
wi jc j(t)+bi (i∈IO)

(1− 1
τi
)ui(t−1)+ 1

τi
(∑ j∈II wi jx j(t)

+∑ j∈ICF∪ICS
wi jc j(t−1)+bi) (i∈ICF)

(1− 1
τi
)ui(t−1)

+ 1
τi
(∑ j∈ICF∪ICS

wi jc j(t−1)+bi) (i∈ICS),
(1)

where IF , II , IO, and IS are the neuron index sets for the

Cf, input, output, and Cs layers, respectively, τi is the time

constant of the ith neuron, wi j is the weight of the connection

between the jth and ith neurons, c j(t) is the activation value

of the jth context neuron at time step t, x j(t) is the jth
external input at time step t, and bi is the bias of the ith
neuron. The respective activation values of context unit ci(t)
and output unit yi(t) are calculated using tanh.

The MTRNN is trained to predict the data at time step t+1

from the input data at t using the mean squared error and

the Adam optimizer. To switch among subtasks, the initial

and final values of the contexts have similar values for all

motions. This constraint is achieved by calculating the loss

function for each task sequence as follows:

loss =
T

∑
t=0

‖(ŷ(t)− y(t))‖2 + γ(C(T )−C(0))2, (2)

where T is the total number of steps in task, ŷ(t) and y(t)
are the training signal and predicted output, Cp(t) and Cq(t)
are the values of Cf and Cs, respectively, and γ (set to

10) is a parameter that controls the loss of contexts. The

constraint allows the network to form a point that we refer

to as the strong attracting point, which is the point at which

the internal states are likely to converge to and diverge from.

C. Training Phase and Motion Generation Method

For training, we first collect training data from a human

experimenter manipulating the robot using a 3D mouse. As

the robot is manipulated, the joint angles and image data are

sampled. Then, the CAE is trained using the collected image

data prior to training the MTRNN. To train the MTRNN, for

time step t, the image features at t are extracted from the

trained CAE and are concatenated with the joint angles at t.
The concatenated data at t become the input of the MTRNN,

which generates the output of t. The MTRNN’s weights are

optimized using loss function in Eq.(2). The output of the

joint angle data of t becomes the input of (t +1); however,

the output of the image data of (t) is discarded. Here sampled

data from the training data are used as the input of (t +1).
In motion generation (Fig.1), the robot obtains image data

from its mounted camera, and the CAE is used to extract

image feature. The extracted image feature is concatenated

with the current joint angles and used as the input to the

MTRNN. The predicted joint angles of the MTRNN are then

used to signal the robot to move. After the robot moves,

the image and joint angles are captured again and the next

MTRNN input is prepared.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We designed an experiment to evaluate whether the pro-

posed model can acquire transitions between the subtasks

and demonstrate the beneficial aspects of generating longer

sequential task from shorter sequential tasks. We used the

Nextage Open Robot from Kawada Robotics [21] to investi-

gate the effectiveness of the proposed robot manipulation

model. The Nextage is a humanoid robot with a head-

mounted camera and two arms, each of which has six degrees

of freedom (DoF) and an attached gripper. We trained the

Nextage on three subtasks (Fig. 2a): (1) opening a box

(hereafter, ”open”), (2) picking up an object and putting

it into the box (hereafter, ”pick”), and (3) closing the box

(hereafter, ”close”). By combining the three subtasks, the

robot executed a complete ”Put-In-Box” task. Each subtask

was designed such that the initial and final positions of

the robot were identical, thereby smoothing the transitions

between each subtask. In addition, since the initial and final

positions of the robot and the initial and final internal states

of the MTRNN are identical, the only factor that causes

transitions between subtasks is the differences in the image

data. Each subtask was trained discretely, with no relation

between the three subtasks.

The robot was trained to identify the box when it is placed

at a fixed position and a stamp object at nine different

positions. Each stamp position was 4 cm apart, forming a

square (Fig. 2b). The training data were taken at these dif-

ferent positions three times for each subtask. In addition, for

the pick subtask, the robot was trained with two additional

objects: a white pepper container and white juice pack. A

white steel can, salt container, yellow juice pack, and red

juice pack were also prepared to test generalizability relative

to picking up objects. The objects used in this experiment

are shown in Fig. 2c.

The robot’s training data were created directly by the

experimenter using the 3D mouse, and the motion and image

data were sampled simultaneously. The training data for

both the images and the joint angles were sampled at five

frames per second, and each subtask required approximately

78 seconds to execute. A 64x64-pixel RGB image with

12,288 dimensions was captured by the robot’s camera and
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2: (a) Third-person view of the robot generating motions

for each subtask. The end of each subtask is the start of the

next subtask, and the robot returns to the same position after

completing a subtask.

(b) Positions where yellow stamp objects were learned. The

blue squares are the nine learned positions.

(c) Objects learned and tested in the experiment. Blue border:

objects trained for all subtasks; yellow border: objects trained

for only the pick subtask; red border: objects not learned.

processed by the CAE to reduce its dimensionality to 20.

The training data for the MTRNN were the data of the 20

original image features concatenated with 14 joint angles

(i.e., the DoF) of the robot’s arms and grippers. The training

data for all subtasks were looped three times, meaning that

the training data were prepared such that each subtask was

repeated three times to stabilize and smooth the output.

The CAE was trained over 1,500,000 iterations with a

learning rate of α = 0.0002, β1 = 0.90, β2 = 0.999, and

ε = 10−8. Here, the mini-batch size was 100. The MTRNN

was trained over 150,000 epochs with a learning rate of α
= 0.001, β1 = 0.90, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8. Here, the

weight decay was 10−3. Both the CAE and the MTRNN are

optimized with the Adam. Other details about the CAE and

MTRNN used in this study are shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Neural Network Parameters

DCNN conv@3ch - conv@32ch - conv@64ch - conv@128ch
- conv@256ch - full@1000 - full@20 - full@1000
- dconv@256ch - dconv@128ch - dconv@64ch -
dconv@32ch - dconv@3ch

MTRNN Input nodes@34 - Cf nodes@100 - Cs nodes@5
Cf τ@5 , Cs τ@70

conv: convolutional layer dconv: deconvolutional layer
full: fully-connected layer

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Extracting Image Features

The features extracted by the CAE must be distinguishable

for each subtask for the robot to switch between subtasks.

Figure 3 shows the results for the extracted features of

the initial step of the three subtasks processed by principal

component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of

the data linearly for visualization. The contribution ratios

of the first and second PCs were 16.84% and 11.85%,

respectively. The images from the open subtask are clearly

separated from images of the pick and close subtasks, and

the images from the pick and close subtasks are clustered.

This occurs because, compared to the box, the stamp is

relatively small in the captured image. These differences in

the extracted features are essential for transitioning between

the subtasks because the internal state of the MTRNN and

the robot joint angles have similar if not identical values for

each subtask; thus, only the image is different.

Fig. 3: PCA of features extracted by the CAE at the initial

step of the three subtasks (blue: open; yellow: pick; red:

close). The clusters for each subtask are identifiable, which

indicates that the CAE autonomously extracted image fea-

tures, thereby demonstrating its classification ability.

B. Generation of Put-In-Box Task

We tested with the robot to determine if the proposed

model can generate multiple tasks that are appropriate for

the given situation. The robot autonomously generated the

entire Put-In-Box task when the yellow stamp and closed box

were placed for the open subtask, even though each subtask

was trained separately. Figure 4 shows the PCA results for

the context layers of the MTRNN during motion generation.
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The results show that the context layers start and end at

similar values, thereby forming the attracting point. Each

subtask starts at the strong attracting point created by the

constraint on the MTRNN and diverges from this point using

the difference of the MTRNN’s input. Since the difference

of the input at the start of each subtask is the image data, the

data are used to diverge from the attracting point, generate a

motion corresponding to the image data, and converge back

to the attracting point.

Fig. 4: PCA of context layers of the MTRNN during gen-

eration of the Put-In-Box task. Each subtask is represented

by a different color, and each subtask begins and ends its

motion at a similar value.

We also tested the MTRNN without constraints to evaluate

the effects of constraints on the MTRNN. The unconstrained

MTRNN was prepared by training using Eq.(2), where γ
was set to zero but trained with the same initial value

of the MTRNN. We evaluated the differences between the

constrained and unconstrained MTRNNs by comparing the

success rates of generating complete Put-In-Box tasks with

the yellow stamp. In five trials, the robot with the uncon-

strained MTRNN failed to generate a complete task. This

robot generated the open and pick subtasks successfully;

however, it failed to switch to the close subtask. Here, the

robot repeated the pick subtask instead. In contrast, the robot

with the constrained MTRNN generated the complete task

for all five trials.

The model of training multiple discrete motions with

constraints allows the robot to execute motions that are

difficult when trained consecutively. One benefit of this is

the realization of a reiteration ability, which allows the robot

to perform the same task repeatedly in shorter segments.

A previous study [18] has demonstrated the reiteration

ability of robot manipulation tasks after an entire sequence

is completed. The proposed model allows reiteration after

each short task and results in faster recovery from a failed

task execution. In addition, the proposed method allows the

robot to skip subtasks, thereby creating an opportunity for

easier human interaction and interruption, e.g., when the

experimenter performs pick subtask after the robot completes

the open subtask, the robot autonomously starts the close

subtask.

C. Position Generalizability

The robot was tested relative to executing the pick subtask

at the areas shown in Fig. 2b. Each area was tested five times

with the yellow stamp object. The robot could pick up the

object flawlessly at areas 1 to 4 (i.e., areas within the training

positions). The robot was also able to pick up the object at

areas 5 to 16 (i.e., areas outside the training positions), but

with failed attempts. The total success rate of picking up the

object in 16 areas was 88.75% (80 attempts).

D. Generalization of Objects

Compared to motion generation models that train tasks as

a whole, the proposed model allows subtasks to be trained

separately, which reduces the data collection. The proposed

model can control the numbers of datasets to be learned

depending on the task generation difficulty. Therefore, it

is possible to increase the number of datasets for tasks

that require high precision control (and vice versa). This

characteristic increases the efficiency of data collection when

training less demanding tasks. In our experiment, the pick

subtask required more precise control to grasp the object, and

the open and close subtasks required less precision. There-

fore, to evaluate the benefit of training subtasks separately,

we prepared a model trained using only the yellow stamp

object. The reconstructed images obtained using the CAE

with only the yellow stamp and the CAE with the object

added at the start of the pick subtask are shown in Fig. 5.

The CAE trained with only the yellow stamp could not

reconstruct the images of the additional objects clearly, and

this affected the precision of the robot’s motion generation.

To confirm the effects of the CAE, the robot’s ability to

generate pick subtasks was tested with all objects. For the

red juice pack, the robot was unable to recognize when it

was required to perform the pick subtask. Here, it generated

the close subtask instead. For the other objects, the robot

generated the pick subtask but failed to pick up the untrained

objects (it knocked over the objects with its grippers). In

contrast, the CAE trained with additional objects could

reconstruct additional untrained objects more clearly and

more vividly compared with the CAE trained with only the

yellow stamp object. With the CAE trained with additional

objects, the robot generated the pick subtask for all objects

and could pick the objects up without knocking them over.

With the CAE trained with additional objects, the robot

was tested to determine whether it could generate complete

Put-In-Box tasks with objects trained using only the pick

subtask and objects that were not learned for any task. The

robot generated complete Put-In-Box tasks successfully for

additional objects trained for just the pick subtask, even

though the robot was not trained to generate the open or close

subtasks with these objects. Furthermore, the robot could

generate complete tasks with all untrained objects except for

the red juice pack. For this object, the robot successfully

generated the open and pick subtasks but failed to switch to

the close subtask, instead repeating the pick subtask.

With the proposed model, the robot successfully increased

robustness against objects for the pick subtask by only
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increasing the number of training datasets for the pick

subtask, which reduced the data collection and network

training burden.

Fig. 5: Image reconstruction of the CAE trained with only

the stamp object and the CAE trained with additional objects

for the pick subtask. The CAE trained with additional objects

could reconstruct the original image more precisely than the

other CAE.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed using a sensory-motor

integrated DNN model to realize a humanoid robot capable

of continuously switching among short sequential subtasks

based solely on image data in order to complete a longer

sequential task. Since the number of related studies into

robots performing multiple tasks with DNNs is limited, we

selected the Put-In-Box task as an example to demonstrate

the robot’s ability to switch among subtasks and the benefit

of training subtasks discretely. The proposed model executed

the Put-In-Box task successfully using the advantageous

characteristics of DNNs, i.e., feature extraction of high-

dimensional data and generalization.

In future, we plan to investigate the benefits of training

shorter sequences separately by adding more objects to be

picked up. We also plan to train more complex and more

extensive tasks that require reiteration ability, such as cutting

food.
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